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SUMMARY
Free molecular heating (FMH) is caused by the transfer of energy during collisions
between the upper atmosphere molecules and a space vehicle. The dispersed flee molecular
heating on a surface is an important constraint for space vehicle thermal analyses since it can be
a significant source of heating. To reduce FMH m a spacecraft, the parking orbit is often
designed to a higher altitude at a the ekpense of payload capability. Dispersed FMH is a function
of both space vehicle velocity and atmospheric density;, however, the space vehicle velocity
variations are insignificant when compared to the atmospheric density variations. The density of
the upper atmosphere molecules is a function of altitude, but also varies with other
environmental factors, such as solar activity, geomagnetic activity, location, and time.
A method has been developed to predict three sigma maximum dispersed density for up
to 15 years into the future. This method uses a state-of-the-art atmospheric density code, MSIS
86, along with 50 years of solar data, NASA .and NOAA solar activity _w.dictions for the next
15 years, and an Aerospace Corporation correlauon to account for denszty code inaccuracies to
generate dispersed maximum density ratios denoted as _-factors'. The calculated K-factors can
be used on a mission unique basis to calculate dispersed density, and hence dispersed free
molecular heating rates. These more accurate K-factors can allow lower parking orbit altitudes,
resulting in increased payload capability.
FREE MOLE_ HEATING
Free molecular heating (FMH) is caused by the kinetic transfer of energy during the
collisions between the rarefied upper atmosphere molecules and a space vehicle traveling at high
velocities. The dispersed free molecular heating: on a surface normal to the velocity vector can
be a significant portion of the space heating environment (Figure I). Therefore, the FMH during
the period between payload fairing (PLF) jettison and spacecraft separation is an important
constraint for space vehicle thermal analysis.
Nominal FMH is predicted by the following equation which relates the free molecular
heat flux, qr_, to the atmospheric density, p, and to the vehicle velocity relative to the
atmosphere velocity, v_:
q hffi pl (1).
UnitsconversionfactorsforEquationI arelistedinTable I forvariousstandardEnglish
unitsofdensityand velocity.Dispersedfreemolecularheatingispredictedby usingthe
dispersed ensity,Pd_, inEquationI:
qfmh.disp= 1/2 Pd_p Vrd3 (2).
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Table. 1.
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ii
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ft/sec
/t/scc
4.62268
0.143677
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Figure I Example of Nonffnal and Dispersed Free Molecular Hean'ng Fluxes for a
Standard Atlas Centaur Launch Vehicle Parla'ng Orbit
The dispersed density, Pdi_, can be calculated from the Equation 3 which relates the
dispersed density to the U.S. Standard 1976 nominal density (Ref_nc_ 1), P76, by a density
dispersion factor, If,, also called a 'K-factor':
Pdi_ ffi K P76 (3).
Both the densityand the density dispersionfactorate functionsof alfitudc. The U.S.
Standard 1976 densityisa nominal, mid-solarcycle densitywhich istabulatedas a functionof
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altitude. The density dispersion factor 'K' is a function of several parameters, but is affected
primarily by altitude and level of solar activity.
FreeMolecularFlow Regime
In theupper atmosphere,thedensityofthegasmoleculesisso low thatthe
intermolecularcollisionsarenegligible.Thisisthefreemoleculeflowregime where thekinetic
theoryof gassestakesoverfrom thecontinuumfluidmechanicsof theloweratmosphere.The
basicfreemolecularflowassumptionisthattheflowof atmosphericgas moleculesincidenton a
body isundisturbedby thepresenceofthatbody. Thus,thereIsno boundary layerand no flow
around a body,and collisionsbetweenthebody and thegasmoleculesonlytakeplaceon
surfaceswhich arenormaltothevelocityvector(Reference2).
The n'ansitionbetween thefreemoleculeand continuumflow regimesdepends on
whetherornotthemolecules'collisionswitheach otheraffectheircollisionswiththebody. In
otherwords,thefreemoleculeregime isc_terized by singlecollisionsbetween thegas
moleculesand thebody,which means thatthemean-freepathof themoleculeshas tobe much
greaterthanthecharacteristiclengthofthebody. The ratiofthemean-freepathinthegas,3.,to
thecharacteristicdimension,d,iscalledtheKnudsen number, Kn:
Kn _'/d (4).
Free molecule flow is assumed for Kn > 10. The mean-free path varies with density and
is a function of altitude. Assuming a space vehicle characteristic dimension of 3.0 m, the vehicle
will be fully in free molecule flow when the molecules have a mean-free path greater than
10.x.3.0 m or 30 m..This.me..an-free path length has been measured at about 130 km (70 nmi or
z3 rtt,Referencet),wmcn Isbelow the80 to I00 nmi typicalow Earthparkingorbits.
Free Molecular Heat Flux
Freemolecularheatingoccurswhen theincidentrarefiedmoleculesarereflectedfrom a
surface.These reflectionsarecharacterizedasdiffuse,specular,or some combinationofthese
two extremes.A diffusereflectionisone inwhich themoleculesaremomentarilyabsorbedby
the surface and then emitted according to a Maxwell velocity distribution corresponding to the
surface temperature. A specular reflection is one in which the nominal velocity of the molecules
is reversed and the tangential velocity remains the same. Diffuse reflections are very common
for most surfaces, whereas, specular reflections are only common for very highly polished, non-
oxidized metals or for very small grazing angles (Reference 3).
The thermal accommodation coefficient, _ is the measure of how close the actual energy
wansfer to the wall is to the purely diffuse energy wansfer. For purely diffuse reflections, o,=1.0
and for purely specular reflections, a--0.0. The accommodation coefficient increases with
cr_e_'mgeo4._dation, with increa._s,ing surface rou .gl_m.ess, and with increasing wall temperature
. x-or mo_ cases_mvotvmg space vehicles, diffuse reflections are predominant and
caocoeOn_.,o_a_on^ .c.oemclents o.t_atleast 0.9 are a_te (Reference 3). An accommodation
mclem or I.oxsottenusectfora maxxmum heaung analysisand an accommodation
coefficientof0.0isoftenusedfora miniequm heating analysis(Reference5).The heatflux
absorbedby a surfacenormal totheflow iscalculatedby
qf_._oe_ = ¢x(I/2p_ V=l3) (5).
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de Thevelocity andaltitudearedetermined from the trajectory. The dispersed density is
retrained from the altitude and the appropriate density dispersion K-factors (Equation 3). The
derivation of this equation from the kinetic theory of gasses is described in Reference 4 and
requires many simplifying assumptions. The main assumptions are:
1) free molecul_ flows, Kn > 10
2) surfaces are normal to the flow
3) vehicle velocities much greater than molecular velocities
4) surface temperatures much lower than gas stagnation tempentures.
Nominal Atmospheric Density
_____=: : _. _ _ =_= _ _ =_ _ _ =- ........
The nominal free molecular heating from Equation 1 is calculated using a nominal
atmospheric density from a standard atmosphere model. The most widely used nodal .....
atmosphere model is the U.S. Standard Arr_sphere, 1976 (Reference 1). This atmosphere
model is
• . a .hypothetical, constant, vertical distribution of atmospheric temperature, pressure and
aens:ty which, by international agreement, is roughly representauve of year-round, mid-latitude
conditions for the range of solar activity that occurs between sunspot mum and sunspot
maximum. Inthemodel, thegassesoftheatmosphereareassumed toobey theperfectgaslaw,
P = p R T,and hydrostaticequation,dPldh = -pgc,which,when takentogether,relate
temperature,pressureand densitywithaltitude.The U.S. Standard1976 Atmosphere isthebase
atmosphereon which thedensitydispersionfactors(K-factors)arecalculated.
These nominal atmospheremodels axedesignedtofit heavailableatmosphericdata.
From 50 to90 kin,theatmosphericmeasurementsof temper'ann'c,density,and pressurewere
made almostexclusivelywithrocket-borneinsu'uments,mass spectrometersand densitygauges.
From 140 toI000 kin,thesevalueswere determinedfi'omsatellite-relatedobservations(sateRite
drag calculations and sateLLite-borne instruments) and radar incoherent scatter techniques
(Reference 1).
Atmospheric densities calculated from both composition measurements made with
rocket-borne mass spectrometersand from values infcnv, d fi'om satellite drag calculations have
been compared over the range from 100 to 200 km (54 to 108 nmi). The mass specu'ome_
calculated densities were usually lower than satellite drag-calculated densities (Reference I).
The U.S. Standard 1976 atmosphere (Reference 1) relies principally on the satellite drag data.
Dispersed Atmospheric Density
The atmospheric density, though principally a function of altitude, is dynam/c and
variations in it occur frequently. The range of density variation which occurs is illustrated in
Fi .g_e. 2. Several. types of variatio.ns occur which are attributed to: different levels of solar ....
acuwty, fl.uctuauons in geomagneuc activity, geographical location, seasonal v_ns, and
variationsbetweenday and nightlevels.Low Earthorbitingsatellitespassingthroughtheupper
atmosphere are significantly affected by these density variationsdue to increased satellitedrag
and increased free molecular heating. Changes in satellite drag due to density variations can
cause satellite lifetimes to vary by a factor of ten between minlrnnm tO maximum conditions
(Reference 6). The sudden density variations from solar storms can significantly change satellite
orbits, which .reqmres relocation and reacquisition of the satellites and uses owboard propellant
to correct deviauons (Reference 7). For launch vehicles, the main effect of this dispersed density
is from increased free molecular heating on vehicle and payload surfaces.
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Solar CycIe Effects
The largestatmosphericdensitydispersionisfrom the variationin the solarfluxreceived
by Earth'satmosphere.The waning and waxing ofthesolarflux,known asthesolarcycle,lasts
approximately11 years(Figure3).At thepeak ofthesolarcycle,largeenergeticeventsoccur
on theSun which _reatlyincreasetheextremeultraviolet(EUV) radiationarrivingattheEarth.
AlloftheEUV isabsorbedintheEarth'slowerthermosphere,a layerwhich islocated
approximatelybetween83to120 km (45to65 nmi)inaltitude.The lower thermospherelayer
absorbstheEUV energyand expands outward,decreasingthedensityattheverylowestaltitudes
butgreatlyincreasingthedensityinthehigheraltitudeswhere thelow earthparkingorbitsare
(from 148 to185 kin)and above. Above 296 km (160nmi) thedensitycan varyby an orderof
magnitude due to solar cycle effects (Figure 2).
Becausenone of theEUV radiationreachestheground,theEUV cannotbe monitored
usingground-basedtechniques.Measurements have been made by a few speciallyequipped
satellitesoverrelativelyshortperiods.The solar10.7cm (radiowavelength)fluxismeasurable
from Earthand variescloselywiththeEUV fluxascanbe seeninFigure4,which compares
satelliteEUV measurementswithcoincidentgroundmeasurements of 10.7cm flux.Therefore,
theF10.7index,which isa measure ofthe10.7cm radiofluxlevelswithunitsof
10-22Wattsm -2Hz-l,isused asa proxyindexinatmosphericdensitymodels inplaceofthe
EUV fluxlevels(Reference7).
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Figure 2. AtmosphericDensity Varian'on:Nominal,Minimum and Maximum (Reference8)
The solarcycle,as recordedfrom the10.7cm flux,shows significantdailyvariation
(Figure5).The trendisdifficulttoseeinthisdata;therefore,a 13-monthrunningmean, using
datafrom bothsidesofthegivenday,isusedtoeliminatethedailyfluctuations.Use of this
mean allowseasiertrackingofthesolarcyclepm_s and easiercomparisonfrom one solar
cycletoanother.The 10.7cm fluxalsocorrelamswellwiththehistoricalmethod ofrecording
solarcyclesby thenumber of appearancesof sunspots(usedinFigure3).Thiscorrelationis
clearlyseenoverthelastfew solar,cyclesinFigure6. Therearesignificantdifferencesbetween
theactivitylevelsduringdifferentsolarcycles,withCycle 19 havingthehighestactivitylevel
recordedtodate.
..__,_._The Natio^ nalOceanicand AtmosphericAdministration (NOAA) providesregular
upua_eson sotariu./cm ramo nux activityand alsoprovidesa nominal predictionof theF10.7
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index with 90% bounds for a full solar cycle (approximately 11 years) which is used in dispersed
density predictions.The FI0.7 index over the lastfew solarcyclesisshown in Figu_ 7 along
with the NOAh. Frediction for the current solar cycle.
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Figure 3. Solar Cyctes from i790 to 1988 (Reference 9)
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Figure 4. Comparison for Solar 10.7 cm Flux Levels Recorded on Earth to EUV Flux Leaiels
Recorded by the AE.E Satellite During Solar Cycle 21 (Reference 7).
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Figure 6. Smoothed (13-month Running Mean) Sunspot Number R and Solar Flux (Ref. 9)
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Figure 7. Smoothed Solar 10.7 on Flux for Past and Pretfi'cted Cycles (Reference 10)
Geomagnetic Activity Effects
Geomagnetic storms are caused by bursts of charged particles from the sun colliding with
sthmrmseEarth's magne.,to._here: .Large amounts of energy are deposited at high latitudes during these
aria c_ =gnm c_.uy increase the atmospheric density at low Earth parking orbit altitudes
m a matter oz hours, una_ the 10.7 cm radio flux, the geomagnetic activity has a relatively
short term effect of only a few days. The geomagnetic activity effects ate a strong function of
latitude and are much stronger near the poles than at the equator (Reference 7).
The Ap index is a measure of the intensity of atmospheric activity due to geomagnetic
storms. It is a derived index which is unidess and varies from 0 (quiet) to 400 (maximum storm
activity). There is a pronounced maximum magnetic storm frequency during the declining phase
of the solar cycle, which is illustrated in Figure 11. Increased geomagnetic activity begins about
halfway between the solar maximum and the solar minimum and continues until the solar cycle
minimum is reached (Reference 7).
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The Ap level is determined by mapping the Kp level, which varies from 0 to 9, onto the
Ap range of 0 to 400. The Kp index is a quasi-logarithmic measure of the amplitude of
geomagnetic disturbances, where the change from 1 to 2 represents a small increase in amplitude
while the change fi'om 8 to 9 represents a major increase in amplitude. The Kp index is a 24-
hour combination Df the eight 3-hour K indices reported from twelve observatories around the
world. The K index varies from 0 to 9 like the Kp index and is a measure of the local magnetic
character for each 3-hour period recorded at each location (Reference 8). Marshall Space Flight
A_pnter ..(!VISFC)produces a monthly update on the geomagnetic activity and provides a nominal
prediction with 97% bounds for a full solar cycle.
Diurnal,Seasonal,and GeographicalVariations
There isa diurnalordaffyvariationinatmosphericdensitywhich alsooccurs.The time
atwhich themaximum occursisaround1400 localsolar ime and varieswithaltitude(see
Appendix). The amount ofvariationindensitylevelsislatitude-and altitude-dependent.At the
higheraltitudes,above 200 km (108 nmi),thedensityduringtheday can be up toeighttimes
higherthanthedensityatnight(References11 and 12).However, theeffectsam notas
pronounced atthelowerparkingorbitaltitudes.
Them isa semiannualvariationintheatmosphericdensitylevels.Thisvariationisclearly
shown in the figures in the Appendix. There is a primary minimum in July, followed by a
primary maximum in October, a secondary minimum in January, followed by a secondary
maximum in April (References 11 and 12). This variation depends principally on solar activity
levels.
The atmospheric density also varies depending on the latitude and longitude. This
variation extends down to about 150 km (81 nmi) and is shown in the Appendix. Some of the
latitude va.dation is due to the geomagnetic activity having a more pronounced effect nearer the
poles (Reference 12).
AtmosphericDensity Codes
Them aretwo principalatmosphericdensitycalculationcodesavailableforaltitudes
above 90 km (50nmi). These aretheJacchiamodel,developedby L. G. Jacchiafrom satellite
dragdam, and theMSIS model,developedby A. E.Hedin from mass _'trometer and
incoherent scattering measurements made from satellites and ground stations respectively. Both
have been shown to have an estimated error of around 15%. These codes require the user to
input values for aLlof the principle density variations mechanisms: altitude, FI0.7, Ap, time of
day, day of year, latitude, and Iongi.tude. Based on these inputs, these atmospheric models
calculate nominal atmospheric densities. The Free Molecular Heating K-Factor Calculation
Section discusses the use of the MSIS code to calculate K-factors.
K-Factors
To calculatea three-sigmadispersedensity,thenominal atmosphericdensitieshave to
de_eca_d to account for ._c so.lar activi.'ty and .o_er dispersion mechanisms. The atmospheric
cuiat_on coaes, w_m smtably dispersed input parameters and suitably applied error
estimates, co_d be used in each calculation of dispersed density;, however, an easier approach is
generauy usea. Atm. ospheric density dispersion factors called "K-factors" have been developed
to disperse the nominal densities, for different altitudes and for different times in the solar cycle.
These K-factors
• .. can be.conservatively calculated to bound a given time period by dividing the
throeslgma mspersea acnsitycalculatedfrom thedensitycodes by thenominaldensity.
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The dispersed density is then regenerated by multiplying the nominal density at a given
altitude by the corresponding K-factor for that altitude and for the range of years desired as in
Equation 3. The method for deriving K-factors is discussed in the following section.
FREE MOLECULAR HEATING K-FACTOR CALCYR,ATION
Free molecularheating(FMH) iscalculatedby cubingtherelativevelocityand multiplyingitby
one halftheatmosphericdensity(EquationI).Given nominalatmosphericdensityand velocity,
nominal FMH fluxescan be calculated.However, standardengineeringpracticesrequire
additionalconservatismtoaccountforpossibledispersions.These dispersionsareaccountedfor
by multiplyingthenominaldensityby a dispersionfactororK-factor.
To calculatedispersedatmosphericdensity,fourprimarysourcesareused:I)
Atmosphericdensitymodel,which predictsnominalatmosphericdensitygiventheatmospheric
locationwithrespect otheEarth,and thesolar,and geomagneticindexparameters;2)Forecasts
of solaractivity;,3)Measured dailysolarand geomagneticindexdatacollectedoverthepast59
years;and 4)Atmosphericmodel uncertaintyequationused todispersenominal predicted
densities.Using a Monte Carlostatisticaltechniqueand theU.S. Standard1976 atmospheric
density(ReferenceI),K-factorscan be determined.To automatethisprocessa computer
program has beendevelopedby theauthors.
AtmosphericDensityModel (MSIS-86)
Due to thesignificanteffecthattheupperatmosphericdensityhason spacevehiclesand
satellites,a greatdealof work has beendone indevelopinga method fordetermining
atmosphericdensitiesand te_s. Through theyears,severalmathematicalmodels have
been developed(Figure8)basedon atmosphericalculationsfrom satellitedragdata,incoherent
scatterdatafrom ground sites,and measuredatmospheric onditionsfrom mass spectrometer
measurements on numerous satellites.Not onlycan thesemodels provideestimatesofdensity,
butatmosphericcomposition,temperature,molecularmass,pressurescaleheight,and density
scaleheightforaltitudesbetween 85 and 2500 km (46and 1350 nmi).
The MSIS-86 (Mass Spectrometerand IncoherentScatter)model (Reference13)isone of
thelatestintheseriesofe.mpiricalmode.lsdeveloped.This model usesuser-providedvaluesof
day of year,timeofday,alutude,lautude,longitude,localsolartime,geomagneticindex,
predictedthreemonth averageF10.7um radiosolarflux(F10.7),and dailyFI0.7 solarflux.The
model predictsatmospherictemperature,totaldensity,and densitiesofN2, 02, O, N, He, At,and
H. _ model isbasedon atmosphericcompositionand temperaturedatafrom eightscientific
satellites(_6, San Marc-3,Aeros-A,AE-C, -D,-E,ESRO-4, and DE-2) and numerous
rocketprobes,aswellas fiveground-basedincoherentscatterstations(MillstoneHill,St.Sanfin,
Arecibo,]icamarca,and Malvern) (Reference14).
GDSS hasadoptedtheMSIS-86 atmosphericode topredictnominal atmospheric
densitiesasa functionof altitudeand year.Thisdecisionwas based on theReference14
omparisonstud.7 ,identifyingtheMSIS-86 model as themost up-to-dateatmosphericmodel
owever, an additional study (Reference 15) was performed that showed discrepancies in the
MSIS-86 predicted density results for latitudes near the north pole. To overcome this
discrepancy,atmosphericdensitiescalculated with latitudesgreaterthan60 degreeswere
changed toreflecthesouthernhemispherevalues.
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Historical Development of Empirical Thermoshpere Models (Reference 14).
Solar and Geomagnetic Activity Forecast
Upper atmospheric densityfluctuationsare stronglyinfluencedby changing levelsof
solaractivity.The FI0.7 cm solarfluxand geomagnetic index inputsare ground measurements
used toindicatethe levelof solaractivity.This solaractivitydataiscollectedand summarized in
monthly publicationsprovided by NASA-Marshall Space Fight Center (MSFC) (Reference 16)
and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (Refm'ence 10). This data is
used as_hp_ datato upper atmospheric models topredictupper atmospheric conditions.
e _t't; solarflux(FI0.7)and geomagnetic index (Ap) long range statisticalestimates
are based upon historicalF10.7 cm solarfluxand geomagnetic index measurements. These
estimates(1992 to2.008)are based on the statisticaldata of solarcycles9 through 22 (1850 to
1992). Figure 9 "tUustratesthe MSFC 13-month average F10.7 cm solarfluxpredictions.As
shown in Figure 9, nominal predictionsas well as 2-sigma dispersedhigh and low predictionsare
provided. The nominal curve representsthe most likelycurve thatisexpected in the futurebased
on the most _9_entobserved data. To provide additionalconservatism to thecalculationof FMH,
the 2-signm ( .7%) high 13-month FI0.7 solarflux average predictionswere used.
Due to the variationsindailyF10.7 cm solarfluxand geomagnetic index,these
parameters cannot be projected into the future with any acceptable degree of statistical
confidence. Because these parameters are required input to the MSIS-86 program, alternate
techniques of determining these values have been developed (see Measured Solar and
Geomagnetic Index Data and Computer Program Sections).
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Figure 9. MSFC (lef. 18) Long Range Estimates of Solar Activity for Solar Cycles 22 and 23.
Measured Solar and Geomagnetic Index Data
Measured daily geomagnetic and solar acdvity summaries were obtained through the
National Geophysical Data Center (Reference 17). The available data contains daily summary
records from January 1, 1932 through June 30, 1990. The planetary geomagnetic index (ap) is
provided every three hours throughout the day and represents the planetary average based on 13
observations between 46 degrees north and 63 degrees south latitudes. The daily Ap average is
determined from the arithmetic mean of the day's eight ap values. The daffy Ap index is used in
the calculation of atmospheric density. The daily F10.7 cm solar flux represents the value
measured in Ottawa, Canada at 1700 GMT. The F10.7 cm solar flux measurements began on
February 14, 1947 and are expressed in units of 10 -r' Watts m -2 Hz -1. Figmes 10 and 11 illustrate
the measured daily F10.7 cm solar flux and Ap values for solar cycles 18 through 22.
Based on this measured data, a new data file was generated which consists of the date,
daffy average Ap and daily F10.7 cm solar flux. Additionally, for each day, the 3-month and 13-
month F10.7 cm solar flux averages were calculated and added to the data f'fle. Because the
F10.7 predictions arc only available in 13-month averages and the MSIS-86 program requires 3-
month F10.7 averages as input, it was necessary to generate these 3-month averages. The 3-
month F10.7 cm average solar flux for a given day was calculated by averaging the preceding
and following 45 daffy F10.7 cm solar flux measurements (90 total values). Similarly the 13-
month F10.7 cm solar flux averages were calculated by averaging the previous and following
195 daffy F10.7 cm solar flux measurements (390 total values). Figure 12 illustrates the resulting
3 and 13-month averages for solar cycle 19.
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Figure 10.Measured Daily F10.7 cm Solar Flux for Solar Cycles 18 through 22 (Ref.17).
Figure 11. Measured Daily Geomagnetic Index (Ap) for Solar Cycles 18 through 22 (Ref. 17).
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Atmospheric Model Uncertainty
Even though the inputs to MSIS-86 are selected so as to maximize density, the
atmo._hen'c de .nsifies calculated by MSIS-86 represent the best approximation of density and are
conszoereanommatvalues. _o account for MSIS model prediction uncertainties another
_e_ionfa__ _wasinc ,orl_.te.d." D.. Kay..set, Aerospace Corp.,.dcvelopcd analytical functions
___ _aatn_ospnenc oenszty wtthin 99.865% (appromma.. _ly 3-sigma) confidence
,eve, remuve to _-_:_ atmospnenc model (Reference 15). Predicuons from the MSIS-83
odel were compared to the available Aerospace density data base to derive these equations.
owin. g. that the .d_..erences in pn:dicted atmospheric density between the MSIS-83 and MSIS-
. omo_, _ are _ 0erween mnmde.s -90 and 60 degrees, the authors applied the model
 qua.on =ve,o.p  mlS-g3 totheMSIS-S6mod L
• Reference 15 derived expression for the calculation of dispersed density as a function
of altitude is provided below:
rcCn) = (0.769-0.307 cxp(-[(h-102.5)/126.2114}) (6)
where:
rc(h) is the 3-sigma confidence level as a function of altitude (h) in kilometers.
where:
Pdisp = I_ominalexp(rc(h))
Pdisp = 3-sigma dispersed atmospheric density
Pnomiaal = MSIS-86 predicted density
(7)
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Monte Carlo Statistical Technique
There have been a large number of calculations of the drag exerted by the atmosphere on
satellites and measurements made by density gauges and mass spectrometers aboard rockets and
satellites. These calculations and measurements have revealed several different effects other
than altitude that result in variations of density, temperatme, and composition of the upper
atmosphere. The parameters and assumed ranges used as input to the MSIS-86 program ar_
listed below:
IYD - Day of the year (1 through 365 days)
UT - Universal time or GMT (0 to 86400 seconds)
ALT - Altitude (440 to I000 kft)
LAT - Latitude (user provided)
LONG - Longitude (O to 360 °)
LST - Local solar time (0 to 24 hours)
F107A - Predicted 3-month avenge Fi0.7 cm solar flux
F107 - Daffy FI0.7cm solar flux
Ap - Geomagnetic index
The _input p_r/- associated Wi__g soiar a-ctivity _ FiO7A, F107,
and Ap. The remaining input parame_rs define the Earth's position relative to the sun (IYD,
UT), point of interest within the Earth s atmosphere (ALT, LAT, and LONG), and location on
Earth with respect to the sun (I.,ST). A parametric analysis was performed to iden_ _¢
sensitivity of atmospheric density as a function of each parameter. Results from this study are
shown in the Appendix.-:= " -_=_ - ".............. = ..... =-::.....................
Since these parameters are dependent on each other, it is not a simple task to identify
which combination of parameters will result in mnxirni_ing atmospheric density for a given set
of solar conditions. To simplify this procedure, a Monte Carlo statistical approach was
incorporated to predict maxunum dispersed atmospheric density values.
For a given altitude, random values of IYD, UT, I,AT, LONG, and LST were selected
within their valid ranges. Additionally, daily and 3-month average FI0.7 solar fluxes and Ap
values for a given day were randomly selected from a generated data file (see Measured Solar
and Geomagnetic Index Data Section). Based on these inputs atmospheric density was
calculated using the MSIS-86 program. Using this process, 1000 density values were calculated
and a 3-sigma dispersed density was determined using the following equation:
where:
RHOSSIG = 3-sigma dispersed density
RHOAV = calculated avenge density
RHOi = a given density value
N = number of density values calculated
(8)
K-Factor Computer Program
To automate the calculation of K-factors, a computer program was developed. Figure 13
iFlll_SU'atesthe program flow chart. The only program inputs required are the predicted 13-month
./cm solar flux, and latitude range for which the K-factors are to apply. Variations in
latitude were incorporated to allow flexibility for missions which may have unique parking orbit
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latitudes. Resuks presented herein were based on latitudes between :k60 degrees which will
encompass all typical geosynchronous transfer orbit trajectories and latitudes between :t:90
_grees,.to, _clude polar orbit trajectories. Based on the parametricstudy results (see the
,,_ppcnatx), _-tactors t_na to increase as a function of incrvasing latitude.
Figure 13. FMH K-Factor Computer Program Flow Chart
FMH K-factors were calculated at various altitude heights ranging from 134 to 305 km
(72 to 165 nmi). For altitudes up to 133 km (72 nmi), 3-sigma dispersed densities calcular_i
specifically for t.hc Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle (Referencc 18) are used. For altitudes greater
than 305 km (165 nmi) the density is assumed to be negligible.
The en_red FI0.7 cm solarflux 13-monthm'_Hcted avera_ is u._cl u.)_-_-m;._ )h_ ,4_t=
_.tofdaflyValuesofFl0.7,A_, and calculat_3,mon"thFI0.7 ave_r_a_sex--_-ac_l-_m_n'me-_'d
mstoncm aata(seeMeasure_ _otarand _gnetic IndexData Section).The 13-monthFI0.7
averagesolarfluxvalue,fora givenday sentstheaverag_of the195_g and
followingFl0.7 measured daffyvalues.'ur_g theReference17 measured historicaldata,a data
_t ofdail.'y F.10_.7and correspondingAp valuescan be detarminedwhich arerepresentativeof
m_,priced 13-month.F10.7 solar flux value (user provided). Whcn the predicted 13-month
r_u./vazu¢ m=rsents mv n_asure, a l_-month F10.7 value for past solar cycles, thv previous and
following daffy n'_asured FI0.7 and Ap values are writt_n to a data fde for each intersection of
measured 13-month F10.7 values. Additionally, because the MSI$-86 atmospheric model
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requires 3-month F10.7 averages as input, these values are calculated and included in this data
set. Figure 14 illustrates the methodology of this data selection process.
"i i i i i i i
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"t ......... "r....... _"........ 1-...... - .......... 4- ........ ..a.'......... ,..............
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w i ! , ,' ,
; ' , l ; : I
t i iJi i 'I ' I I i I I, , , ! i : II F10.7 13 Monlh i ].l.i i J" ,',L'l,
_"11t11 i i ', , _ •
.:rr ii:-:.illillI,.7i ,,tie N. I ...... , .... ' .....
: !
'. *t
t l'I :Ill tllUl iltt '_' :lrlllli ,li :1tli till/ I "I_SS-_-_gS--I ifllliifl "1'111 -:'-°'-"1°'-i
.!_i:l_ !'! . !'/. ;. !1'1. !/.! r"7,1 ll-l"_4_l_-p.
, ,iN u,, m, 'rml'_'Dtvs "*" m . _ ,me
IIDaily FIO.? Ind corI_spordng Ap dall v_I extractedfor denIRy clIculaIionl.
F[&ure14. lll_warionoft,heData SelectionMethodology inDeterminingDailyFIO.7 and
_easunea vmues $or theCalculationofFMH K-Factora.
Valuesof Ap and I=10.7dailyand 3-month averagesarerandomly selectedfrom thisdata
fileinperformingtheMonte Carlostati_calmethod (seeMonte CarloStatisticalTechnique
Section).AfterperformingthisoperationI000 times,the3-sigmadispersedatmosphericdensity
iscalculatedusingEquations7 and 8.
di Af.ter _o .t_er. 1000 density values are calculated and added to the data set, a new 3-sigma
sperseuoensity is determined and compared to the original calculated 3-sigma density value.
If the difference between these two values is less than the convergence criterion (set to 0.0009) it
is assumed that a solution has been determined. If the convergence criterion has not been
satisfied, the process is repeat_iOnce the convergence criterion has been satisfied, the FMH K-
factor for a given altitude is calculated by dividing the 3-sigma dispersed density by the U.S.
Standard 1976 atmospheric density (Reference 1).
K-Factor Results
w_0cc_e"Tables 2 and 3 list the calculated 3-sigma K-factors for the maximum recorded solar flux
tworst _) and worst _ yearly values from 1992 to 2008. Table 2 lists the K-factors
are valid for nmssl.o.ns with low Earth parking orbits circling the Earth between latitudes of
grees .and Table 3 lists K-factors valid for all latitudes (:t:90 degrees). The predicted K-
factor for a given year is based on the Reference 16 largest monthly predicted 2-signm high 13-
month F10.7 cm solar flux average for that year. If the month of a scheduled launch is known,
less conservative K-factors could be calculated based on actual monthly values; however, it is
recommended that yearly values be used to avoid invalidating analysis results due to a possible
launch delay.
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Because the K-factors are calculated using atmospheric densities based on random inputs,
slight variations in the results can occur. The magnitude of these variations has been observed to
be a function of altitude and entered 13-month average F10.7 solar flux with the variations
increasing with increasing altitude and F10.7 value. Table 4 illustrates the calculated worst case
predicted K-factors from six separate runs using the same input values. For low altitudes (less
than 191kin (625 rcft)) differences in results are approximately i0.02. For altitudes greater than
191 hn (625 kft) the variation in the results were found to be approximately :L'O.03.
It is noted here that the results of this analysis are only as good as the F10.7 cm solar
flux predictions. The farther into the future the FMH K-factors are calculated, the greater the
uncertainty of the prediction. Even though great effort has been made to predict conservative
K-factors there have been recorded instances where abnormally high levels of geomagnetic
disturbances and solar fluxes have occurred(Reference 19). In the unlikely event this were to
happen, the predicted K-factor values would not be bounding. Even though there is a chance
(beyond 3-sigma) this could occur, it would be unrealistic to design a space vehicle to withstand
these levels.
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Table 2. Worst Case Free Molecular Heating K-Factors vs.Altitudeas a Function of Year for
LatitudeaBetween :k60 °
Altitude
Kf_ nmi
i
440.0 72.42
450.0 74.06
475.0 78.18
500.0 82.29
525.0 86.40
350.0 90.52
575.0 94.63
600.0 98.75
625.0 102.86
650.0 106.98
675.0 111.09
700.0 115.21
800.0 131.66
900.0 148.12
I000.0 164.58
|
Worst
Case
(244.0)
1.86
1.91
2.08
2.26
2.49
2.69
2.96
3.24
3.55
3.92
4.31
4.72
6.71
8.93
11.15
1992
(188.9)
1993 1994
(151.0)
1'
.73
1.77
1.86
1.97
2.09
2.21
2.36
2.52
.70
2.89
3.10
3.34
4.34
5.29
5.95
(134.0)
1.79 1.72
1.82 1.75
1.95 1.83
2.09 1.93
2.25 2.03
2.41 2.15
2.59 2.26
2.81 2.44
3.06 2.59
3.31 2.78
3.60 2.95
3.96 3.16
5.33 4.02
6.73 4.77
8.04 5.31
1995
(112.3)
1.69
1.72
1.78
1.86
1.94
2 •03
2.13
2.24
2.38
2.50
2.66
2.80
3.45
3.94
4.23
1996
(96.6)
1.68
1.70
1.74
1.81
1.87
1.93
2.00
2.10
2.19
2.29
2.39
2.51
2.95
3.28
3.37
1997
(78.5)
1.66
1.68
1.70
1.73
1.77
1.80
1.84
1.87
1.91
1.98
2.03
2.07
2.26
2.32
2.26
1998
(97.4)
1.68
1.69
1.75
1.82
1.87
1.95
2.01
2.08
2.20
2.30
2.40
2.53
2.99
3.36
3.45
2000
Altitude
Kft nml
440.0 72.42
450.0 74.06
475.0 78.18
500.0 82.29
525.0 86.40
550.0 90.52
575.0 94.63
600.0 98.75
625.0 102.86
650.0 106.98
675.0 111.09
700.0 115.21
800.0 131.66
900.0 148.12
I000.0 164.58
(231.4)
_.'. 84
1.89
2.04
2.22
2.41
2.61
2.87
3.15
3.43
3.78
4.13
4.53
6.46
8.44
. I0.42
2001
(243.0)
2002 2003
(231.0) (200.5)
1.86 1.84
1.91 1 • 88
2.07 2.05
2.28 2.21
2.48 2.42
2.69 2.63
2.94 2.85
3.23 3.13
3.56 3.43
3.90 3.76
4.29 4.12
4.75 4.55
6.76 6.42
8.94 8.43
11.12 10.38
1.79
1.84
1.95
2.09
2.27
2.43
2.62
2.85
3.10
3.34
3.67
3.97
5.44
6.96
8.31
2004 2005
(154.3) (122.6)
1,74 1.70
1.78 1.73
1.87 1.81
1.98 1.89
2.12 1.99
2.26 2.08
2.40 2.21
2.56 2.34
2.76 2.46
2.95 2.62
3.17 2.80
3.44 2.96
4.49 3.71
5.41 4.35
6.27 4.70
2006
(102.9)
1.69
1.71
1.78
1.85
1.94
2.02
2.12
2.23
2.35
2.49
2.63
2.78
3.40
3.85
4.15
2007
(96.7)
1.68
1.69
1.75
1.80
1.87
1.93
1.99
2.09
2.19
2.29
2.38
2.50
2.95
3.26
3.39
Note: Values in parenthesesarc entered 13-month averaged FI0.7 values
1999
(186.6)
1.78
1.82
1.95
2.09
2.23
2.41
2.59
2.81
3.06
3.31
3.59
3.89
5.32
6.72
7.97
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Table 3. Worst Case Free Molecular Heating K-Factors vs. Altitude as a Function of Year for
Latitudes Between 9:90 o
I
Altitude
Kft nm:L
440.0 72.42
450.0 74.06
475.0 78.18
500.0 82.29
525.0 86.40
550.0 90.52
575.0 94.63
600.0 98.75
625.0 102.86
650.0 106.98
675.0 111.09
700.0 115.21
800.0 131.66
900.0 148.12
I000.0 164.58
WorsU
Case
(244.0}
1.90
1.97
2.14
2.36
2.56
2.78
3.06
3.34
3.70
4.05
4.44
4.88
6.90
9.03
11.05
1992
(188.9)
1.82
1.87
2.00
2.16
2.34
2.51
2.71
2.91
3.16
3.46
3.74
4.05
5.43
6.83
7.99
1993
(151.0)
I
1.79
1.83
1.93
2.06
2.19
2.33
2.46
2.66
2.83
3.01
3.24
3.50
4.48
5.35
5.96
I
1994
(134.0)
1.77
1.79
1.90
1.99
2.13
2.26
2.38
2.56
2.72
2.90
3.10
3.29
4.18
4.92
5.35
1995
(112.3)i
1.74
1.78
1.86
1.94
2.04
2.14
2.26
2.36
2.50
2.64
2.78
2.93
3.55
4.01
4.20
1996
(96.6)
1.72
1.75
1.82
1.90
1.98
2.05
2.12
2.22
2.33
2.43
2.53
2.63
3.05
3.31
3.38
1997
(78.5)
1.70
1.73
1.77
1.82
1.88
1.93
1.96
2.02
2.08
2.11
2.18
2.20
2.39
2.40
2.25
1998'
(97.4)
1.73
1.75
1.83
1.89
1.99
2.03
2.14
2.25
2.33
2.44
2.56
2.65
3.09
3.38
3.42
I I
1999
(186.6)
1.82--
1.87
2.00
2.16
2.33
2.49
2.69
2.93
3.17
3.41
3.72
4.04
5.42
6.74
7.94
III
Altitude
KfC nmi
440.0 72.42
450.0 74.06
475.0 78.18
500.0 82.29
525.0 86.40
550.0 90.52
575.0 94.63
600.0 98.75
625 0 102.86
650 0 106.98
675.0 111.09
700.0 115.21
800.0 131.66
900.0 148.12
1000.0 164.58
2000
(231.4)
1.88
1.92
2.09
2.29
2.49
2.69
2.98
3.24
3.54
3.89
4.27
4.68
6.56
8.50
10.26
2001
(243.0}
1.90
1.97
2.13
2.33
2.57
2.79
3.03
3.36
3.70
4.07
4.41
4.85
6.90
9.03
10.97
2002
(231.0)
1.87
1.93
2.10
2.2?
2.49
2.71
2.96
3.19
3.55
3.90
4.26
4.68
6.57
8.49
10.30
2003
(200.5)
1.81
1.87
2.00
2.15
2.33
2.51
2.71
2.96
3.20
3.48
3.78
4.14
5.49
7.03
8.17
2004
(154.3)
1.79
1.82
1.93
2.06
2.22
2.35
2.51
2.69
2.88
3.08
3.30
3.56
4.59
5.54
6.17
2005
(122.6)
1.76
1.79
1.88
1.98
2.07
2.18
2.32
2.44
2.59
2.75
2.90
3.09
3.82
4.38
4.71
2006
(109.9)
1.75
1.78
1.85
1.95
2.05
2.14
2.24
2.39
2.49
2.62
2.75
2.91
3.50
3.93
4.12
2007
(96.7)
1.73
1.75
1.83
1.90
1.98
2.05
2.13
2.21
2.32
2.45
2.50
2.66
3.08
3.32
3.40
Note: Values in parentheses ere entered 13-month averaged F10.7 values
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TaMe4.
Altitude
Kft nmi
440.0 72.42
450.0 74.06
475.0 78.18
500.0 82.29
525.0 86.40
550.0 90.52
575.0 94.63
600.0 98.75
625.0 102.86
650.0 106.98
675.0 111.09
700.0 115.21
800.0 131.66
900.0 148.12
!ooo.o 164.58
Worst Case VariationsintheCalculationofFMH K-Factor:...................
1.90
1.97
2.14
2,36
2.56
2.78
3,06
3.34
3.70
4.05
4.44
4.88
6.90
9.03
II.05
I
Calculated K-Factors Assuming
Latitude
1.90
I. 96
2.12
2.33
2.57
2.80
3.06
3.36
3.69
4.04
4.42
4.90
6.89
9.01
11.07
90 d,S
1.90
1.95
2.14
2.34
2.56
2.79
3.04
3.36
3.68
4.05
4.47
4.87
6.88
9.00
11.03
and F10.7 - 244.0
1.90
1.97
2.13
2.33
2.56
2.80
3.04
3.35
3.68
4.04
4.43
4.88
6.90
9.02
11.01
1.90 1.89
1.9_ 1.96
2.13 2.14
2.33 2.36
2.55 2.56
2.78 2.78
3.07 3.05
3.35 3.35
3.68 3.70
4.01 4.04
4.45 4.45
4.87 4.90
6.86 6.89
9.02 9.01
II.01 11.04
Averagl
1.90
1.96
2.13
2.34
2.56
2.79
3.05
3.35
3.69
4.04
4.44
4.88
6.89
9.01
11.04
I
Max
Delta
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.03
Note: Max Delta = Maximum difference between average and
predicted value for a given altitude
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APPENDIX
MSIS-86 Input Parameters Parametric Analysis
To determine the trends and sensitivity each MSIS-86 input parameter has on the
calculation of K-factor, a parametric analysis was performed. For this analysis "standard"
values were assumed for each input (Table A1). By varying one parameter at a time
between its minimum and maximum value, while constraining the remaining inputs,
nominal K-factors were calculated as a function of altitude and MSIS-86 inputs. Table A1
lists the assumed standard values and the dispersed ranges for each parameter.
Table A1. MSI$-86 Input Parameters Standard Values and Dispersions Assumed in the
Parametric Analysis
P_ STANDARD VALUE
Latitude (deg) -30 .60 to 60
Longitude (deg) 150 0 to 360
Local Solar Time (hr) 13 0 to 24
Universal Tame (see) 23200 0 to 90000
Day of Year (day) 300 0 to 360
Average F10.7 Solar Flux 125 75 to 250
Daily F10.7 Solar Flux 150 75 to 300
Geomagnetic Index 20 5 to 80
The results for each input parameter are illustrated in Figures A1 through AS. Since these
parameters are dependent on each other, a different set of standard values can significantly
change the results. These results are ordy presented to show the sensitivity and trends for
each input in the calculation of K-factor, and are not to be used as a method to determine
K-factors.
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Figure A6. Nominal K-factorCaladmion as afuncitonofAl_tude and Average FI O.7
Solar Flux For a Given Set of M51S-86 lnupt Par_neterx.
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